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Rapid Evolution of cis-Regulatory Sequences via Local Point Mutations

Jonathon R. Stone1 and Gregory A. Wray2

Department of Ecology and Evolution, State University of New York at Stony Brook

Although the evolution of protein-coding sequences within genomes is well understood, the same cannot be said
of the cis-regulatory regions that control transcription. Yet, changes in gene expression are likely to constitute an
important component of phenotypic evolution. We simulated the evolution of new transcription factor binding sites
via local point mutations. The results indicate that new binding sites appear and become fixed within populations
on microevolutionary timescales under an assumption of neutral evolution. Even combinations of two new binding
sites evolve very quickly. We predict that local point mutations continually generate considerable genetic variation
that is capable of altering gene expression.

Introduction

During the past decade, interest in elucidating the
genetic basis of phenotypic evolution has been intense
(Raff 1996; Davidson 2001). Attention has been focused
on developmental regulatory genes, particularly those
encoding transcription factors. Alterations in the ex-
pression profiles of these genes or in the binding prop-
erties of proteins encoded by them can yield particularly
interesting phenotypes involving duplicated structures,
homeotic transformations, or novel morphologies (Raff
and Kauffman 1983; Gerhart and Kirschner 1997).
Many evolutionary changes in the expression of these
genes have been identified (e.g., Patel et al. 1989; Gren-
ier et al. 1997), and extensive but indirect evidence for
evolutionary changes in their downstream targets has
been gathered, manifested in the form of entirely unre-
lated expression domains within and among species
(e.g., Lowe and Wray 1997; Keys et al. 1999).

The genetic basis for many of these evolutionary
changes probably resides within the cis-regulatory re-
gions that control transcription (Arnone and Davidson
1997; Davidson 2001). (We use the term promoter to
denote the entire cis-regulatory apparatus). Yet, pro-
moter evolution remains poorly understood for several
reasons. First, there is a limited amount of information
available concerning promoter sequence variation and
its consequences within and among species. The general
organization of some promoter sequences has been
maintained for 107 years (e.g., Damjanovski et al. 1998;
Ludwig, Patel, and Kreitman 1998), although functional
differences can evolve over comparable or even shorter
time intervals (e.g., Franks et al. 1988; Ross, Fong, and
Cavener 1994; Wang et al. 1999). Sequence compari-
sons indicate that single transcription factor binding
sites can appear and disappear among relatively closely
related species (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 1995; Damjanovski
et al. 1998) and even within populations (e.g., Tournam-
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ille et al. 1995; Segal, Barnett, and Crawford 1999).
However, no obvious relation between degree of se-
quence divergence and change in gene expression has
emerged (e.g., Maduro and Pilgrim 1996). Second, a
comprehensive understanding of promoter evolution is
confounded by the complex encoding of regulatory in-
formation within genomes (Yuh, Bolouri, and Davidson
1998; Davidson 2001). Functional consequences of par-
ticular mutations within coding regions, such as the in-
troduction of nonsynonymous substitutions, stop co-
dons, and frameshifts (Gillespie 1991; Li 1997), can of-
ten be predicted from sequence data. In contrast, se-
quence data alone provide little direct information
concerning conservation or change of promoter func-
tion. Instead, experimental tests in the form of expres-
sion assays are required. Finally, there exists no con-
ceptual framework for understanding promoter evolu-
tion and guiding empirical studies.

As a first step toward achieving such a framework,
we considered the following question: what time period
would be required for new transcription factor binding
sites to evolve (i.e., appear and become fixed within
populations) as a consequence of local point mutations
within promoters under an assumption of neutral evo-
lution? Because individual binding sites are the func-
tional elements of promoters, the answer to this question
will provide insights into the origin of genetic variation
relevant to promoter function and the rate at which tran-
scriptional regulation evolves. Of course, promoters ac-
tually consist of a few to more than 50 such sites (Ar-
none and Davidson 1997; Latchman 1999). Although we
acknowledge the plausibility that genomic rearrange-
ments can transfer existing regulatory regions between
locations within genomes and thereby comprise an im-
portant component of promoter evolution, with our ap-
proach we are explicitly testing whether local point mu-
tations can comprise a significant component of pro-
moter evolution by rapidly establishing binding sites.
Evidence is accumulating that promoter variants that
differ by as little as a single binding site may be subject
to selection (e.g., Tournamille et al. 1995; Segal, Bar-
nett, and Crawford 1999; Ludwig et al. 2000). To ad-
dress the evolutionary origin of individual binding sites,
we simulated the evolution of promoters by using a
computer program to implement standard mutation mod-
els and scanning iteratively for the appearance of par-
ticular binding sites, then calculating the likelihood that
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these binding sites would become fixed using population
genetic theory. The results indicate that binding sites
capable of altering gene expression can evolve via local
point mutations on short timescales without invoking
selection.

Materials and Methods
Approach

A two-step approach was adopted. In the first step,
computer simulation was used to determine the temporal
likelihoods (‘‘waiting times’’) for the appearance of par-
ticular short nucleotide sequences (representing a variety
of transcription factor binding sites) within DNA seg-
ments (representing either single modules or enhancers
or entire promoters). Important differences exist be-
tween calculating the probability of binding-site occur-
rence (i.e., presence by chance) and calculating the like-
lihood of binding-site appearance (i.e., introduction via
local point mutations) within a DNA segment. Biolog-
ically, binding-site occurrence is a phenomenon that per-
tains to individuals in a single generation and is a con-
sequence of heredity, whereas binding-site appearance
transpires within populations over multiple generations
and is a consequence of heredity, mutation, recombi-
nation, and selection. Analytically, binding-site occur-
rence is a matter of probability theory, whereas binding-
site appearance requires additional implementation of
models and data. Consequently, formulas exist for cal-
culating the probability of binding-site occurrence (e.g.,
Kleffe and Langbecker 1990; Kleffe and Grau 1993),
whereas the problem of determining the likelihood of
binding-site appearance has eluded analytic solution. We
invoked computer simulation to accommodate these dif-
ferences and provide flexibility concerning aspects of
molecular evolution analyses that involve particular as-
sumptions (e.g., mutation models, base compositions)
and aspects of binding-site appearance analyses that are
manifested above the sequence level of organization
(e.g., binding-site interactions). Waiting times (measured
in terms of generations and mutations) were tallied for
the appearance of new binding sites anywhere within a
DNA segment of a haploid genome, without selection
preserving partial matches. In the second step, well-es-
tablished principles of population genetics were used to
convert these waiting times into estimated fixation times
for new binding sites in populations of reasonable sizes.

Sequences

Eight DNA sequences were obtained from GenBank
to represent segments flanking genes that might contain
cis-regulatory elements (accession numbers L13454;
M1022, X00479; M36469; Z4824; U04269; AE001274,
AC003011, AC002552, U60409, AF008205, AC002134,
AF008206, U70253, AC002305, AF008207, AC003679,
AC004018; M99054; X06157). The first 200 and 2,000
bp of these sequences were chosen for analysis, without
knowledge of whether they corresponded to exons, introns,
or intergenic segments. These 200- and 2,000-bp flanking
sequences (‘‘regions’’) represent single modules (or en-
hancers) and entire promoters, respectively. Nine short se-

quences also were chosen for analysis. The lengths (5–9
bp) and base compositions of these short sequences
(‘‘binding sites’’) represented actual transcription factor
binding sites within well-characterized regions: GAGAG,
eukaryote GAGA site; TATAA, eukaryote TATA box;
AGGATT, Endo16 Otx binding site; TCCCCG, Endo16
GCF1 binding site; ACCAAAA, Endo16 P binding site;
ATCAAAG, Endo16 CG4 binding site; AAGTGATTA,
Endo16 Z binding site excluding final A; TTTTTAAGA,
even-skipped stripe 2 enhancer hb binding site 9;
TTCCCCGAA, even-skipped stripe 2 enhancer DSB2
binding site (Arnone and Davidson 1997; Yuh, Bolouri,
and Davidson 1998; Ludwig and Kreitman 1995).

Computer Simulation

A computer program (available at http://www.zoo.
utoronto.ca/stone/PPE/ppe.htm) was developed that
modified regions according to standard mutation models
and scanned for the appearance of specific new binding
sites. Each of the 16 regions was paired with each of
the 9 binding sites, and each of the 144 region–binding-
site pairs was entered into the computer program. The
computer program iteratively introduced base changes
(‘‘mutations’’) into the regions according to any of three
different mutation models: a one-parameter (Jukes and
Cantor), two-parameter (Kimura 1980), or standing-dis-
tribution (Felsenstein 1981) model of nucleotide substi-
tution. In each iteration (‘‘generation’’), a pseudorandom
number generator was used to determine whether a mu-
tation would occur (mutation rate 5 1029 per base per
generation; Li 1997); if so, a pseudorandom number
generator was used to determine the location at which
the mutation would be realized and, according to the
mutation model chosen, what the resulting base would
be. In each generation, allowance was made for the pos-
sibility of a second mutation.

Scanning for the appearance of binding sites was
performed in only one direction and prior to every gen-
eration, until binding sites were established. Because
binding sites within regions are typically position-inde-
pendent with respect to the basal promoter (Latchman
1999; Davidson 2001), new binding sites were allowed
to appear anywhere within the regions. At the end of
each run, the computer program returned the location of
the binding site along the region (‘‘match site’’), the
number of generations, the number of mutations, and
the minimum possible number of mutations required for
establishment of the binding site (‘‘shortest path at
match site’’). (More formally, the shortest path at a par-
ticular site is the minimum number of changes required
for establishment of a ‘‘substring’’ at that particular po-
sition within a ‘‘string,’’ given a finite set of symbols—
here, the letters A, C, G, and T. For example, consider
the segment ACGT at position 4 within the 10-base
string GGGACGTCCC. The minimum number of
changes required to establish the substring ACAT at that
position is 1. Of course, many other, longer, paths that
establish ACAT at that position could occur, most in-
volving multiple substitutions at the same site or rever-
sals. The shortest path at a particular site cannot exceed
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FIG. 1.—Evolutionary dynamics associated with the appearance of a new transcription factor binding site. A, Frequency distributions of
generations (a proxy for waiting times) were strongly positively skewed (median value 9.5 3 108, indicated by arrowhead; example shown
corresponds to 200-bp region L13454 and binding site GAGAG). B, Frequency distributions of mutations (another proxy for waiting times) also
were strongly positively skewed and consequently were significantly correlated with generations (example shown as in A). C, The waiting time
required for establishment of binding sites increased with increasing binding-site length and decreasing region length (average median values
shown; note the logarithmically scaled ordinate). D, Waiting time exhibited a dependency on base composition, increasing with GC content of
region for GC-poor binding sites and decreasing for GC-rich binding sites (values of GC content in examples shown correspond to 200-bp
regions Z4824; U04269; AE001274, AC003011, AC002552, U60409, AF008205, AC002134, AF008206, U70253, AC002305, AF008207,
AC003679, AC004018; M99054; X06157); the magnitude of this effect was modest relative to the effects of changes in binding-site length or
region length (compare the ordinate scales in C and D).

the length of the substring.) One thousand replicates
were performed for each of the 144 region–binding-site
pairs using a one-parameter model of nucleotide substi-
tution. Additional computer simulation was conducted
for some region–binding-site pairs using either a two-
parameter or standing-distribution model of nucleotide
substitution.

Results
Waiting Times: Single Binding Sites

Without exception, frequency distributions of wait-
ing times were strongly positively skewed, as expected
with a Poisson process (fig. 1A). This indicates that
binding-site appearance was usually rapid. Waiting
times measured in terms of generations and mutations
were positively linearly correlated (fig. 1B). Therefore,
we consider median waiting times (108–1011 for gener-
ations or 1–1,108 for mutations, omitting exact matches)
rather than mean values as summary measures for re-
gion–binding-site pairs. As expected, waiting time in-
creased with increasing binding-site length and decreas-
ing region length (fig. 1C) again, whether this was mea-
sured in terms of generations or mutations. Waiting time
was considerably more sensitive to changes in binding-
site length than to changes in region length, scaling ap-
proximately exponentially with the former and linearly

with the latter (fig. 1C). These results can be used to
predict waiting times involving a variety of binding-site
and region lengths.

The manner in which these waiting times were de-
termined was conservative for several reasons. Because
the computer program simulated the modification of a
region along a single DNA strand, the waiting times
corresponded biologically to a lineage of haploid, asex-
ually reproducing individuals. The appearance of new
binding sites would be achieved on dramatically shorter
timescales in diploid organisms within populations of
realistic sizes and that initially were genetically hetero-
geneous. Supplementary computer simulation in which
the effective population size was increased to 10, 50,
and 100 decreased generations approximately 10-, 50-,
and 100-fold. This approximately linear trend is ex-
pected to asymptote for appreciably larger effective pop-
ulation sizes. Because the algorithm used in our com-
puter simulation incorporated reverse mutations, new
binding sites appeared without selection preserving par-
tial matches. We therefore assumed that the neutral fix-
ation rate of new promoter alleles was equal to the mu-
tation rate (Gillespie 1991; Li 1997). In addition, bind-
ing sites with one or two nucleotides mismatched are
often functional, and binding sites typically function in
either orientation (Arnone and Davidson 1997; Latch-
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Table 1
Estimated Fixation Timesa (years) for the Appearance of
6-bp Transcription Factor–Binding Sites via Local Point
Mutations

Organism

One Site
in 200-bp

Region

One Site
in 2,000-

bp Region

Two Sites
in 200-bp

Region

Two sites
in 2,000-bp

Region

Saccharomyces . . . . .
Arabidopsis . . . . . . . .
Drosophila . . . . . . . . .
Caenorhabditis . . . . .
Strongylocentrotus . . .
Mus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Homo . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
1,127

226
31

45,069
752

56,336

0.2
119

24
4

4,759
80

5,949

362
271,215

54,244
7,233

10,848,600
180,810

13,560,800

48
35,571
7,115

949
1,422,800

23,714
1,778,500

a Estimates for single or pairs of specific 6-bp bindings sites within each
200- or 2,000-bp region of a genome, with an effective population size of 106

and conservatively long generations times: Saccharomyces, 1,500 per year; Ar-
abidopsis, 2 per year; Drosophila, 10 per year; Caenorhabditis, 75 per year;
Strongylocentrotus, 0.05 per year, Mus, 3 per year; Homo, 0.04 per year.

man 1999). Invoking selection to preserve partially
matching segments and allowing for establishment of
binding sites in either direction would significantly re-
duce waiting times; the first modification would impart
a particularly strong effect.

Two additional assumptions involved in our com-
puter simulation might have affected waiting times.
First, we assumed that all binding sites within a region
could mutate without disrupting promoter function,
whereas real promoters contain functional binding sites
that are preserved by selection (Segal, Barnett, and
Crawford 1999; Ludwig et al. 2000). This would effec-
tively reduce the number of locations within a cis-reg-
ulatory region that could vary and thereby would in-
crease waiting times. Because binding sites comprise a
small proportion of nucleotides within regions (approx-
imately 2%–15% in 59 flanking sequences; Arnone and
Davidson 1997), this increase in waiting times should
be modest. Second, we assumed that we could neglect
the effects of nonhomologous recombination, because
this probably occurs much less frequently than does
point mutation. In any case, recombination should intro-
duce no systematic bias in waiting times.

Fixation Times Within Populations

To estimate fixation times for real-world cases,
numbers of generations derived from the simulations
can be combined with realistic parameter values. For
example, with an effective population size of 106, a new
6-bp binding site will appear somewhere within the re-
gion extending 2 kb 59 of a given gene in one individual
approximately every 2,250 generations. (The average
median value corresponding to 6-bp binding sites was
4,506,870,000 generations; given an effective popula-
tion size of 106, the presence of diploidy, and the pos-
sibility of the binding site appearing on either DNA
strand, the estimated fixation time was (4,506,870,000
generations/(106 individuals 3 2 DNA strands)) ø 2,254
generations.) Typically, this will be the case for each
gene in a genome and every 6-bp binding site.

Using realistic but conservative generation times,
estimated fixation times can be calculated for a variety
of organisms (table 1). Most of these fixation times are
less than a millennium, and all are less than 600,000
years. Including realistic parameter values associated
with real-world cases, more specific estimated fixation
times can be calculated. For example, consider the evo-
lution of a new hunchback protein binding site within
the ;600 bp even-skipped stripe 2 enhancer in Dro-
sophila. Given an effective population size of 106, the
presence of diploidy, a 6-bp binding site, the possibility
of the binding site appearing on either DNA strand, and
a generation time of approximately 5 weeks, the esti-
mated fixation time is approximately 75 years. As
hunchback can bind to several variants on the consensus
binding site, the actual waiting time would be shorter.
Thus, we conclude that the evolution of new transcrip-
tion factor binding sites is a continuous process, occur-
ring on microevolutionary timescales.

Sensitivity Analysis

This general result was unaffected by the modifi-
cation of several assumptions. Differences in particular
base compositions (GC content) among regions or bind-
ing sites elicited only minor effects on waiting times.
The same was true when various mutation models were
compared: one-parameter, two-parameter, and standing-
distribution models of nucleotide substitution produced
quantitatively similar results. Covariation of GC content
between binding sites and regions engendered a small
but noticeable effect: as expected, longer waiting times
were required to establish AT-rich binding sites within
GC-rich regions and vice versa (fig. 1D). The most pro-
nounced effects were evoked using a standing-distribu-
tion model, which biases mutations to preserve overall
base composition, combined with substantial mismatch
of GC content between binding sites and regions. How-
ever, the magnitudes of these effects were modest rela-
tive to the effects of changes in binding-site length or
region length (compare the ordinate scales in fig. 1C and
D).

Waiting and Fixation Times: Binding-Site Pairs

Given the importance of interactions among tran-
scription factors while binding to promoters (Latchman
1999; Davidson 2001), it is instructive to calculate es-
timated fixation times associated with regions containing
particular combinations of binding sites. We therefore
simulated the simultaneous appearance of two binding
sites within 200- and 2,000-bp regions via local point
mutations, again without invoking selection, and con-
verted waiting times into estimated fixation times. We
conservatively assumed that the two binding sites must
reside on the same DNA strand and that selection would
occur only after both binding sites had been established.
Some of the waiting times, and therefore fixation times
(last two columns in table 1), were short on macroevo-
lutionary timescales. For example, given an effective
population size of 106, the presence of diploidy, the pos-
sibility of the binding-site pair appearing on either DNA
strand, and a generation time of approximately 5 weeks,
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the estimated fixation time associated with two 6-bp
binding sites within a 200-bp region in Drosophila is
approximately 55,000 years (third row, third column in
table 1). Thus, even simple combinations of new tran-
scription factor binding sites can evolve on microevo-
lutionary timescales without invoking selection.

Discussion

It is important to recognize that while our computer
simulation can be used to predict waiting times for the
appearance of a new transcription factor binding site, it
cannot be used to predict the functional consequences.
It is likely that in many cases, the appearance of a new
binding site will have no effect on the expression of a
nearby gene. For example, some transcription factors
must interact with other DNA-binding proteins to affect
gene expression (Gerhart and Kirschner 1997; Latchman
1999), and therefore the appearance of a single new
binding site might be functionally neutral. Alternatively,
nearby silencer sites (Burcin et al. 1997; Leclerc, Eskild,
and Guerin 1997; Kim and Siu 1998; Li et al. 1998)
might override any new binding site that appears. Nev-
ertheless, it is plausible that in some cases the appear-
ance of a new binding site will alter gene expression.
Because most promoters are inactive by default (Latch-
man 1999; Davidson 2001), activation of transcription
by the appearance of a single new binding site seems
less likely than does modulation or restriction of an ex-
isting phase of gene expression. Of course, even if a
new binding site does affect gene expression, there is
no way to predict what, if any, phenotypic consequences
might ensue. As with amino acid substitutions within
coding regions of genes, we predict that in many cases
the consequences of a new binding site appearing within
a promoter will be either detrimental or neutral; only in
rare cases will it be beneficial. The salient prediction
yielded by our computer simulation is that local point
mutations will constantly produce new binding sites that
in principle are capable of altering gene expression and
that such sites may be subject to selection. Furthermore,
because a particular change in gene expression could in
principle result from a variety of modifications to reg-
ulatory sequences, the actual fixation times associated
with particular types of transcriptional changes are prob-
ably even shorter than the estimated fixation times we
predict.

The promoter regions of eukaryotic genes are com-
plex and include approximately a dozen to several dozen
transcription factor binding sites (Arnone and Davidson
1997). The likelihood of a dozen binding sites evolving
simultaneously without selection is infinitesimally small,
as can easily be estimated by extrapolating the trend
apparent in table 1. We envision instead that complex
regulatory systems are the result of long and complex
evolutionary histories involving stepwise assembly and
turnover of binding sites. Local point mutations, trans-
position, and recombination all likely play important
roles in this process. For example, changes in transcrip-
tion could result from the gain (or loss) of a key binding
site as a consequence of local point mutations or from

the insertion (or deletion) of several new binding sites
following transposition (or recombination). There is am-
ple empirical evidence for both processes, the former
from sequence comparisons among species that reveal
gains and losses of single binding sites (e.g., Gonzalez
et al. 1995; Ludwig and Kreitman 1995; Tournamille et
al. 1995; Margarit et al. 1998), and the latter from se-
quences indicative of transpositional origins for binding
sites (e.g., Britten 1997; Kidwell and Lisch 1997).

In contrast to transposition and recombination, the
establishment of new binding sites via local point mu-
tations would be accomplished incrementally, requiring
from one to several independent point mutations. Nev-
ertheless, the results of our computer simulation suggest
that the evolution of specific new binding sites in flank-
ing sequences adjacent to each gene in a genome is vir-
tually inevitable in populations of realistic sizes over
timescales of months to millions of years, depending on
generation time. Although the assembly of simple com-
binations of new transcription factor binding sites will
take much longer (approximately 250-fold longer for
two 6-bp binding sites than for a single 6-bp binding
site; table 1), even the waiting times associated with
such pairwise combinations are usually short intervals
in macroevolutionary terms.

It is important to note that these results concern the
evolution only of one or two particular 6-bp binding
sites within a 200- or 2,000-bp region 59 of a single
gene. Typical metaphyte or metazoan genomes contain
many features that could expedite the evolution of single
binding sites and combinations of binding sites: .104

genes, dozens of different sequences that could serve as
binding sites, sequence heterogeneity within popula-
tions, and other regions where binding sites could func-
tion (within introns, 39 of the gene, and farther 59). For
example, our results suggest that new 6-bp binding sites
for real transcription factors will evolve somewhere
within 2 kb of the start site of transcription of any gene
in humans at a rate of ;0.013 per genome per genera-
tion. Within a population of 106 individuals, this trans-
lates to ;12,500 new 6-bp sites during each generation.
(This estimate is highly approximate, as the fraction of
the 4,096 possible 6-bp sequences that correspond to the
consensus binding sites of real transcription factors is
not known for any organism, and as our computer sim-
ulation involved several simplifying assumptions; how-
ever, the estimate is conservative, as our computer sim-
ulations assumed an initially isogenic population,
whereas significant genetic heterogeneity exists in non-
coding DNA within real populations.) For comparison,
an empirically based estimate of the neutral mutation,
and therefore fixation rate for point mutations, in hu-
mans is ;175 per genome per generation (Nachman and
Crowell 2000), or ;175 3 106 new single-nucleotide
polymorphisms in a population of the same size. When
corrected for the difference in mutation rates between
the two studies (1029 vs. 2.5 3 1028), Nachman and
Crowell’s (2000) estimated rate of SNP origins is ;270-
fold higher than our predicted rate of 6-bp binding site
origins. Given that the origin of most 6-bp sites will
require more than one point mutation (fig. 2B), this dif-
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FIG. 2.—Mutations required for the appearance of a new transcription factor binding site. A, Numbers of local point mutations that actually
occurred in establishing a new binding site exceeded the minimum number possible at that position along the original region (shortest path at
match site), especially for longer binding sites and shorter regions (means of values shown for 200- and 2,000-bp regions; to be conservative,
the greatest possible values of shortest paths at match sites are plotted). B, As binding-site length increased, the skew of the distribution of
shortest paths changed from positive, to zero, to negative (the example shown corresponds to 200-bp region L13454 and binding sites GAGAG,
ACCAAAA, and TTCCCCGAA).

ference seems reasonable. The fundamental conclusion
that may be drawn from these considerations is that local
point mutations should continuously generate consider-
able genetic variation within natural populations that is
capable of altering transcription.

The results of our computer simulation provide a
basis for interpreting empirical data concerning promot-
er evolution. One application of the results involves in-
ferring the evolutionary history of a promoter in two
closely related species. If the promoter in one species
differs from the promoter in the other species by only
one transcription factor binding site, then this difference
is most plausibly explained as the product of local point
mutations, whereas a large, contiguous block of unique
binding sites in only one of the two species is more
likely the result of transposition or recombination. Our
approach provides a basis for identifying cases situated
between these two extremes: using specific parameters,
it is possible to determine the number and size of bind-
ing sites that are most likely to have resulted as a con-
sequence of local point mutations rather than transpo-
sition or recombination (in either case, outgroup com-
parison with related species would be needed to polarize
the differences as gains or losses).

Another application of the results involves deduc-
ing the evolutionary dynamics of cis-regulatory se-
quences. In our computer simulation, the number of lo-
cal point mutations that actually occurred in converting
the original base sequence at the match site into the
binding site was typically greater than the minimum
number possible (shortest path at match site) and scaled
approximately exponentially with binding-site length
(fig. 2A). As binding-site length increased, the skew of
the distribution of shortest paths at match sites changed
from positive (5-bp binding site), to zero (7-bp binding
site), to negative (9-bp binding site) (fig. 2B). Thus, the
efficiency of establishment of binding sites (measured
as the number of mutations that occurred) was depen-
dent on binding-site length: shorter binding sites typi-

cally involved substitutions at only a few positions,
whereas longer binding sites typically involved com-
plete turnover of bases. This accords with intuition, as
steps intermediate toward a match can be eliminated by
reverse mutations, and the likelihood of this occurring
is greater for longer than for shorter binding sites.

The short fixation times that we predict for binding
sites in populations of realistic sizes suggest that func-
tional differences in promoter sequences among species
require neither extended divergence times nor genomic
rearrangements. We encourage researchers interested in
understanding the developmental genetic basis for phe-
notypic evolution to test these predictions with empirical
studies of variation in promoter structure and function
within populations and among species.
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